The Credential Doctor Is In:
Ask Your Colleagues
Abstract
Do you have questions about a particular foreign credential? It often helps to ask your colleagues
for their opinions. In this session, a panel of experienced credential evaluators will review several
credentials submitted by members of the international credential evaluation community. There
should be time for additional questions. Join us on April 30th for a Zoom meeting and connect
with your credential evaluation network!

TAICEP
30 April 2020

The Credential Doctors
Shelby Cearley:

Shelby L. Cearley currently serves as Senior Evaluator at International Education Evaluations, LLC. Previously, she
worked in international admissions and recruiting at a university and a community college and also as an adjunct
professor in Speech Communication. She is currently the Secretary for TAICEP. A graduate of the NAFSA Academy
for International Education (Class IV), Shelby has presented several admissions- and credentials-related sessions at
regional and national conferences and was chosen as a delegate for the 2007 Baden-Württemberg Seminar in
Stuttgart, Germany. She served as NAFSA Region III Admissions liaison (2008-2010), NAFSA Region III International
Enrollment Management liaison (2017-2018), as co-credentials editor of the NAFSA Admissions & Credentials
newsletter wRAP-Up (2010-2012), and as Coach for the Region III cohort of the NAFSA Academy of International
Education for Classes VIII, IX, and X (2011-13). Shelby also is a member of the NAFSA Trainer Corps. She is a
contributing author for the NAFSA Online Guide to Education Systems Around the World. She is the recipient of
the 2014 NAFSA Region III Outstanding Service Award.

Barbara Glave:

Barbara B. Glave began participating in international education when she transferred in 1965 to the Universidad de
las Américas, Mexico City, graduating from there with a B.A. in Spanish, with minors in French and Linguistics. At
Louisiana State University, she earned an M.A. in Spanish and Romance Philology in 1969, plus 24 additional
credits in the same fields. From 1972 to 1983, she taught Spanish, Freshman English to Foreign Students, and ESL
at the University of Houston – Downtown. In 1982, she passed the ATA Spanish-to-English certification exam. In
1980, she co-founded SpanTran Educational Services in Houston; she remained until 2012 when she supposedly
retired. In 2013, she joined Credential Consultants as a part-time translator and researcher; in 2014, she joined
SDR Evaluations and Translations as a part-time evaluator and researcher. Current and prior memberships include
ATA, NAFSA, AACRAO, TACRAO, and TAICEP. She currently serves on the Scholarship and Publications Committee
of AICE, the Association of International Credential Evaluators. Barbara has authored/co-authored ten country
profiles for the NAFSA Online Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, plus an overview of Mexican
education for NAFSA IEM Spotlight in April 2014. In addition to the accomplishments detailed above, she has over
85 activities as a committee member, consultant, panelist, moderator, session presenter, and workshop leader in
comparative international education. She is the recipient of the 2015 NAFSA Region III Outstanding Service Award.
Today, when she isn't feigning retirement, she focuses on Hispanophone education.

Shereen Mir-Jabbar:

Shereen is a Senior Credentialling Officer with the Canadian Alliance of Physiotherapy Regulators (CAPR) and a
member of TAICEP’s Marketing and Communications Committee. She has been conducting research and
evaluating educational credentials for internationally educated physiotherapists for over 9 years. Shereen has
contributed to publications such as the TAICEP Talk newsletter and the WES Advisor blog and recently achieved
TAICEP’s Foundation Certificate in 2019. Shereen has presented at past TAICEP conferences on fraud and degree
mills, pre-arrival supports for internationally-educated professionals, and on physiotherapy education around the
world.

Bettina Sümegi:

Bettina Sümegi is a credential evaluator who has seven years of experience in credential evaluation from two ENICNARIC offices. She has been working for the Swedish Council for Higher Education since 2015, but she started her
career as a credential evaluator at the Hungarian ENIC-NARIC office. She has been working with a wide variety of
countries, from Central-Eastern Europe to the Middle East. She is responsible for developing the methodology of
the Swedish ENIC-NARIC office. She has presented on best practices of credential evaluation at national
conferences, mainly for a public from higher education institutions.

Is It Recognized?
The following credentials were submitted by evaluators needing help determining recognition
status.

Recognition
Groupe IFPG-ISFPT (Côte d’Ivoire)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
The earliest documentation Shelby can find is from March 2010. However, searching
through the National Institute of Statistics archive, the Higher Education Statistical
Yearbook 2006-2007 snapshot does list IFPG among the list of public/private institutions.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
Piecing together information from several sources, Barbara anticipates that the following is
correct: Groupe IFPG-ISFPT = Institut de Formation Professionnelle et Générale - Institut
Superieur de Formation Professionnelle et Technique (Institute for General and Occupational
Training – Higher Institute of Technical and Professional Training). The Institut de Formation
Professionnelle et Générale (IFPG) in Korhogo was authorized in 1977 to offer Formation en
Cycle Secondaire Technique (Training for the Technical Secondary Cycle). Toward the end of
the 1990's, the Institut Superieur de Formation Professionnelle et Technique (ISFPT) was
added to Groupe IFPG and authorized to offer the Brevet du Technicien Supérieur
(Qualification of Higher Technician) / BTS at the Cycle Supérieur (Higher Cycle). Due to a
national crisis in 2002, the Groupe was relocated to Abidjian but kept the Korhogo campus.
The diploma confirms that Groupe IFPG-ISFPT is private and that it was authorized by the
Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur (Ministry of Higher Education) via Ordinance
338/MES/DESTP/S-DAH of 8 December 2003. Based on this information, SDR would equate
an authenticated Diplôme d'Ingénieur des Techniques from Groupe IFPG-ISFPT to an
Associate of Applied Science in the US.
(Sources: www.educartis.ci/centres/groupe-ifpg-isfpt,
www.enseignement.gouv.ci/files/LISTE%20DES%20ETABLISSEMENTS%20BTS%20OCTOBRE
%202013.pdf, www.ifpg-isfpt.com)

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen was unable to confirm this information for current recognition or for that time
period on the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research website.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
The Swedish ENIC recognized a qualification from Groupe IFPG-ISFPT, where the
programme was completed 2005.

Université Franco-Américaine (Democratic Republic of the Congo)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
I cannot find any recognition information on this institution.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur et Universitaire (www.minesu.gov.cd/) provides lists
of recognized universities (38), higher schools of commerce (23) and higher schools of
pedagogy (137). No private HEI's are listed; the MOE web page for private HEI's is under
construction. Without proof of MOE-recognition, SDR Educational Consultants would not
recognize Université Franco-Américaine.

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen cannot find any information about the recognition status of this institution.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
We do not find information about the recognition status of the institution.

École nationale supérieure des mines de Nantes (France)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
The list of recognized engineering schools in 2014 does include ENSM de Nantes. The school
merged with another institution in 2017 and was renamed Institute Mines Télécom
Atlantique. IMT Atlantique’s version of this Master’s degree is listed as a Diplôme national
rather than a diplôme d’université.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
SDR Educational Consultants considers a master's degree in engineering conferred in 2015
by the École nationale supérieure des mines de Nantes to be recognized in-country
Rationale: The diploma was issued under the aegis of the Ministère de l'enseignement
supérieur et de la recherche (Ministry of Higher Education and Research). The diploma
bears the following statements which confirm prevailing (2015) recognition: Vu le décret no
91-1037 du 8 octobre 1991 créant l'École nationale supérieure des mines de Nantes (in
consideration of Decree No. 91-1037 of 8 October 1991 establishing the ENSMN); vu l'arrêté
d 02 octobre 2012 portant habilitation à délivrer des masters dans les établissements
habilités a délivrer le diplôme d'ingénieur (in consideration of Ordinance of 2 October 2012
empowering the conferral of master's degrees by instituions already authorized to confer
the Diploma in Engineering). ENSMN is an école nationale (public school) in a country which
stresses public education over private.
Note: ENSMN was duly recognized in 2015 at the time of degee conferral; a subsequent
name change and/or merger in 2017 has no bearing on prevailing recognition. (Glave rule
number one: Prevailing is paramount in international education.)

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen confirmed what Shelby found from IEE for engineering schools. This is the exact
document for reference which contains information from the Ministry about the name
change and accreditation: https://cache.media.enseignementsuprecherche.gouv.fr/file/Formations_et_diplomes/09/6/MENS1637878A__JO_30_du_040217-arr_fixant_liste_ecoles_accredit_titre_inge_2016_718096.pdf. I
searched "mines" and it was the first result that came up.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
The HEI is recognized but France also has programme accreditation. The degree does not
look like a regular master-grad so we would guess that it is may not state recognized. But
the degree is in English so it could be misleading, we would ask for the degree in French.

Kazakhstan – M Narikbayev Kazguu University
No credential received

M Narikbayev Kazguu University (Kazakhstan)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
Yes, this university is listed on the ENIC Kazakhstan list of recognized institutions.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
No additional comments

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen was able to find this on the list of recognized institutions by ENIC Kazakhstan here:
https://enic-kazakhstan.kz/en/reference_information/universities.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
It is recognized/licensed, on the list of ENIC Kazakhstan: https://enickazakhstan.kz/en/reference_information/universities The University even went through
voluntary accreditation made by some national and international accreditation
organisations.

South Mediterranean University (Tunisia)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
South Mediterranean University is not listed on the most recent recognized private
universities list on the Tunisian MOE site, so we would not consider this as equivalent to US
regional accreditation. However, it does have accreditation from the Association of MBAs.
This could be considered equivalent to programmatic accreditation, but we would need to
do additional research on AMBA to determine that.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
No additional comments

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen was not able to find this university on the list of recognized private higher
education institutions by the Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche
Scientifique PDF. Would not consider as a recognized institution if it does not have ministry
recognition.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
Not a recognized HEI, not a recognized Tunisian degree

Charisma University (Turks & Caicos Islands)
•

Shelby Cearley, IEE
The Ministry of Education does provide licenses for private higher education institutions to
operate in TCI, but this is not equivalent with either regional or national accreditation
practices in the US. Instead, the Universities and Colleges Ordinance of the Turks and Caicos
Islands, the statute that governs this process for the MOE, states the Ministry “may license
any person resident in the Islands or any body corporate having a place of business in the
Islands to operate a university or college and may renew such licence from year to year or
at such other intervals as he may determine.” The primary requirement for obtaining the
license to operate an educational business is paying the annual licensing fee, but there is no
government oversight or quality assurance.. This is not comparable to the accreditation
process in the United States.
However, Charisma University does have accreditation from the Accreditation Council for
Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP). In IEE’s opinion, this would be equivalent to
programmatic accreditation, but not equivalent to regional accreditation.

•

Barbara Glave, SDR
No additional comments

•

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
Shereen found this listed as an institution on the Ministry of Education website here:
https://www.gov.tc/education/system. It is also accredited by the ACBSP since 2019 found
here: https://www.acbspsearch.org/Home/Results. However, this is more of a programbased accreditation. Charisma University also mentions that it is accredited by an
organization called the Accreditation, Certification, and Quality Assurance Institute
(ACQUIN). Not familiar with this council to see if its accreditation would even be recognized.
However, I tried visiting ACQUIN's website and couldn't find a list of programs or
institutions it recognizes, and the information seems vague, so it seems questionable.
Without much information on how the ministry of education oversees its institutions, would
not likely assess credentials from this institution, especially since the university itself doesn't
list any physiotherapy programs.

•

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
It is a long history behind this. To cut a long story short: No, refusal. Dubious institution.
Being "recognized" at Turks and Caicos is questionable; we received information that this
information may not be true. ACBSP is only a programmatic accreditor. Programme
accreditation does not mean that the institution is recognized. ENIC Sweden only recognizes
institutions which also have institutional accreditation.

Credential Questions
Questions were submitted by evaluators for the following credentials. The Credential Doctors’
opinions are listed following each credential.

Credential Questions
India – MS Ayurveda Shalya Samanya
Shelby Cearley, IEE
• Equivalency: Graduate study
• Placement Recommendation: Master of Science degree in Homeopathic/Ayurvedic
Medicine
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: We equate this to a master’s degree because this program
requires completion of the Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery (BAMS) degree,
which is a 5.5-year program (including 1-year internship).
Barbara Glave, SDR
• Equivalency: Not applicable
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None
Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
• Equivalency: Would likely not assess. Study programs in Ayurveda not offered by recognized
institutions in Canada. Also, Ayurvedic Medicine is not regulated in Canada and only
appears to be offered by private-for-profit colleges.
• Placement Recommendation: CAPR does not accept non-physiotherapy education, so this
person would not be eligible to become a physiotherapist in Canada.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR's expertise lies in assessing physiotherapy
credentials. The equivalency is based on Shereen's opinion only.
Bettina Sümegi, UHR
• Equivalency: Refusal
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: According to the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance,
higher education must be based on scientific evidence. Ayurveda is not considered fulfilling
this criteria, based on research done in the subject, therefore not comparable to any
Swedish qualification. Substantial difference compared to Swedish higher education.

NAME:

ACADEMIC RECORD
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STUDENT NUMBER:
Course: BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND MASTER OF PHYSIOTHERAPY PRACTICE
Major(s):
13-Dec-2013 Qualified for admission to Bachelor of Health Sciences
13-Dec-2013 Qualified for admission to Master of Physiotherapy Practice
19-Mar-2014 Council conferred award of Bachelor of Health Sciences
19-Mar-2014 Council conferred award of Master of Physiotherapy Practice

Advanced Standing:
15.000 HBS1HBA HUMAN BIOSCIENCES A Yr1 15.000cp, AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
15.000 HBS1HBB HUMAN BIOSCIENCES B Yr1 15.000cp, AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
15.000 U1-015.000 UNSPECIFIED CREDIT YR1 15CP Yr1 15.000cp, AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
YEAR

TITLE

TEACHING POINTS MARK GRADE
PERIOD
%

2010
HLT1IPA
HLT1PHW
PHE1IDH
HLT1IPB
PHE1SDH

INTERPROFESSIONAL PRACTICE A
PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH AND WELLBEING
INDIVIDUAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
INTERPROFESSIONAL PRACTICE B
SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

1
1
1
2
2

15
15
15
15
15

92
77
84
87
79

A
B
A
A
B

ANATOMY FOR PHYSIOTHERAPY
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS OF MOVEMENT
INTEGRATING EVIDENCE INTO PRACTICE
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND MOVEMENT
ANATOMY AND NEUROSCIENCES FOR PHYSIOTHERAPY
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY
EXERCISE FOR HEALTH AND WELLBEING
SOFT TISSUE MANAGEMENT

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

61
72
80
90
71
75
78
71

C
B
A
A
B
B
B
B

PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR CARDIO-RESPIRATORY
DYSFUNCTION
PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR MUSCULOSKELETAL
DYSFUNCTION
PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR NEUROLOGICAL DYSFUNCTION
SKILL DEVELOPMENT FOR PERSON-CENTRED
PHYSIOTHERAPY
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM A
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM B
PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR EARLY LIFESPAN AND
GENDER-SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
MANAGING COMPLEXITY IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

1

15

58

D

1

15

74

B

1
1

15
15

73
85

B
A

W3135
W3135
W3640

15
15
15

65
68
83

C
C
A

W3640

15

75

B

2011
HBS2APT
HBS2PBM
HLT2IEP
PTY2HDM
HBS3ANP
HBS3PAP
PTY3EHW
PTY3STM
2012
PTY4CAP
PTY4MUP
PTY4NEP
PTY4PCP
PTY5PPA
PTY5PPB
PTY5ELG
PTY5MCP
2013

NAME:

Page 2 of 3

STUDENT NUMBER:
PTY5CDM
PTY5EBP
PTY5PPC
PTY5PPD
PTY5APP
PTY5PPE
PTY5PPF

CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT
EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE IN PHYSIOTHERAPY
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM C
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM D
ADVANCED PHYSIOTHERAPY PRACTICE
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM E
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM F

W0509
W0525
W1014
W1519
W3050
W4044
W4549

15
15
15
15
30
15
15

74
83
80
88
81
89
76

B
A
A
A
A
A
B

***********************************************************END OF ACADEMIC RECORD*****************************************

Certification
Date:

31/03/2020

Richard Frampton
Executive Director,
Student Services and Administration

NAME:

Page 3 of 3

STUDENT NUMBER:
Coursework
A (80% - 100%)
B (70% - 79%)
C (60% - 69%)
D (50% - 59%)
P (Ungraded Pass)

N (0% - 49%)
F (Ungraded Fail)

Honours Year
H1 (80% - 100%)
H2A (70% - 79%)
H2B (60% - 69%)
H3 (50% -59%)

First Class Honours
Second Class Honours - Division A
Second Class Honours - Division B
Third Class Honours

HN (0% - 49%)

Honours Fail

Research
PASS

Thesis Passed

FAIL
FDWN

Thesis Failed
Fail - Downgrade to Masters

External Studies
EXTP

External Pass

EXTF

External Fail

Administrative
**
EX
KN
NC
NS
NRA
SAH
SAHA

Missing Result
Exemption
Withdrawn Late (counted as fail)
Conceded Pass
Nothing Submitted (counted as fail)
No Result Available
Supplementary Assess Hurdle Granted
Supplementary Assess Hurdle Alt

SAHE
SP
SPA
SPE
W
WD
X
XC

Supplementary Assess Hurdle Exam
Special Exam Granted
Special Assess Alt
Special Assess Exam
Withheld
Withdrawn Without Academic Penalty
Continuing Pass
Allowed to Continue

This explanation of grades was current at the time of printing. For explanations of historical grades, contact the University.
Codes for Academic Teaching Periods:
Code:
Teaching Period Description:

Code:

Teaching Period Description:

1
2
A
S, S1, S2, S3
W

T
TS
OSP
SP
Wxxxx

Term, eg T1
Teaching Session (online), eg TS8
Online Study Period, eg OSP2
Study Period, eg SP1
Non-standard teaching period
in weeks, eg W3038

Semester One
Semester Two
All Year
Summer Semester
Winter Semester

La Trobe University
Victoria 3086
AUSTRALIA
(+61 3) 9479 2005
www.latrobe.edu.au

You are viewing a PDF (or print) copy document that was generated by La Trobe University. The secure original document resides online at https://www.myequals.net/, where the
authenticity of the document can be verified. The owner of this document can provide you with an access link.
For more information: https://www.latrobe.edu.au/students/your-course/results/my-equals La Trobe University - My eQuals or https://www.myequals.edu.au/receiving-documents/

Australia – Bachelor of Health Sciences/Master of Physiotherapy Practice
Shelby Cearley, IEE
•
•
•

Equivalency: Undergraduate study
Placement Recommendation: First professional degree in Physical Therapy
Questions/Comments/Concerns: The program is a five-year program, but this transcript only shows 4 years.
The student has transfer credit from Australian Catholic University. This person may be eligible to sit for the
National Physical Therapy Exam (NPTE); they should consult the Federation of State Boards of Physical
Therapy website (www.fbspt.org) for more information.

Barbara Glave, SDR
•
•
•

Equivalency: Completion of coursework (xxx semester credit hours) for a Bachelor of Science in Allied Health
Sciences with emphasis on Chiropractic Medicine"
Placement Recommendation: Completion of coursework (xxx semester credit hours) for a Bachelor of Science
in Allied Health Sciences with emphasis on Chiropractic Medicine"
Questions/Comments/Concerns: I would equate the 4 of 5 years to date to "completion of coursework (xxx
semester credit hours) for a Bachelor of Science in Allied Health Sciences with emphasis on Chiropractic
Medicine". A quick google search did not find a Bachelor of Science in Chiropractic Medicine in the US.
Personally, I shy away from 120 semester credit hours for a BS degree because most BS degrees require at
least 125, if not more. Can we find one with just 120 hours? maybe, but it wouldn't be the norm. For
example, the University of Houston Central Campus lies (normal for UHCC) about the credits needed for a BS
in engineering. Academic prerequisites can be conveniently omitted in the count. Using BSIE as an example,
the first math course is Math 1431 Calculus I; prereq is Math 1330 Pre-Calculus whose prereq is Math 1310
College Algebra; ergo, 125 semester credit hours is really 131 if credit is awarded for the first two maths.

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
•
•
•

Equivalency: Bachelor's degree (four years) in physiotherapy provided that credential is authentic/verified.
Year of admission and dates on transcript do not line up.
Placement Recommendation: The program completed is entry-to-practice and university-level, so would likely
meet our requirements based on education if documents are authentic/verified.
Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR has not seen this particular credential combination before, but it's
based on Shereen's opinion and research. The last two years of the program match with the direct entry
Master of Physiotherapy program we have seen from this university. The first two years appear to be the
Bachelor's level. Since the entire program is supposed to be only 4 years, with the first two appearing to be
the Bachelor's, Shereen would not feel comfortable equating the credential to both a Bachelor's and Master's
degree.

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
•
•
•

Equivalency: Bachelor and 1-yr Master
Placement Recommendation: ENIC Sweden's recognition does not give the professional rights.
Questions/Comments/Concerns: The degree is accredited as a combined degree by the Australian
Physiotherapy Council. Bachelor gives the right to work as a physiotherapist together with Master. For the
Swedish ENIC the level and the learning outcomes of the programme are more important than the length (4
yrs accelerated). In Sweden Bachelor is 3yrs and there is a 1-yr master. Physiotherapy is a regulated
profession in Sweden, physiotherapists from outside the EU need to do compensation measures (learn
Swedish, knowledge test and practice). The Swedish Council for Higher Education is not the responsible
authority.
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India – Master of Sports Physiotherapy
Shelby Cearley, IEE
• Equivalency: Graduate study
• Placement Recommendation: Master’s degree. This person could continue into additional
graduate-level work.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: This person may be eligible to sit for the National Physical
Therapy Exam (NPTE) if they also have a Bachelor of Physiotherapy degree; they would not
be eligible to do so with only this credential. They should consult the Federation of State
Boards of Physical Therapy website (www.fbspt.org) for more information.
Barbara Glave, SDR
• Equivalency: Not applicable
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None
Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
• Equivalency: Master's degree (two years) in Sports Physiotherapy
• Placement Recommendation: The program completed does not meet our standards as it's
considered substantially different from a Canadian entry-to-practice physiotherapy
program. This applicant did not meet our requirements.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR typically accepts Bachelor of Physiotherapy
credentials from India. This appears to be a specialized credential, not one that would
properly prepare an applicant for entry-to-practice in the profession.
Bettina Sümegi, UHR
• Equivalency: Master
• Placement Recommendation: ENIC Sweden's recognition does not give the professional
rights.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: Bachelor prepares for work as a physiotherapist. The
profession is not regulated in India; there is no professional council for physiotherapists (as
far as we know). Physiotherapy is a regulated profession in Sweden. Physiotherapists from
outside the EU need to do compensation measures (learn Swedish, knowledge test and
practice). The Swedish Council for Higher Education is not the responsible authority.

Afghanistan – Bachelor of Law
Shelby Cearley, IEE
• Equivalency: First professional degree in Law
• Placement Recommendation: First professional degree in Law
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: There are some concerns about its previous association
with Preston University, but the Law program has been accredited by the Ministry of Higher
Education since 2006; other programs at Kardan have received accreditation subsequently.
This person may be eligible to apply to LLM programs in the US. They may also be eligible to
seek "Foreign Legal Consultant" status with the State Bar of Texas if they are a practicing
attorney in the home country. FLC status gives limited ability to render legal services in
Texas.
Barbara Glave, SDR
• Equivalency: Not applicable
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None
Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
• Equivalency: : Kardan University appears to be recognized by the Ministry of Higher
Education but was formerly known as Kardan Institute of Higher Education. It could possibly
be equivalent to a Bachelor's degree in law as it's profession oriented. However, a more
accurate opinion would be obtained by contacting the National Committee Accreditation
through the Federation of Law Societies of Canada for a Canadian equivalency.
• Placement Recommendation: CAPR does not accept non-physiotherapy education, so this
person would not be eligible to become a physiotherapist in Canada.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR's expertise lies in assessing physiotherapy
credentials. The equivalency is based on Shereen's opinion only.
Bettina Sümegi, UHR
• Equivalency: Refusal
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: Questionable recognition status: 2020 on the list of MoHe,
but general problem with the QA of private HEIs in Afghanistan. We lower the level of
qualifications from private HEIs because of the lack of QA. We are extra cautious with
Kardan because of its affiliation to Preston University, which is a diploma mill. Got
programmatic accreditation 2014 by IACBE, but ENIC Sweden only accepts regional
institutional accreditation from the US. Lack of QA, affiliated to a diploma mill--substantial
differences in quality.

Tunisia – Diplôme National de Mastère Professionnel
Shelby Cearley, IEE
• Equivalency: See Placement Recommendation
• Placement Recommendation: IEE would consider this equivalent to a Bachelor of Science
degree and a Master of Science degree in Cybersecurity if accompanied by the licence
professionnel or licence recherché credential as well.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: We consider this both a bachelor and master degree since
we do not equate the three-year licence degree to a bachelor's degree.
Barbara Glave, SDR
• Equivalency: Not applicable
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None
Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
• Equivalency: Université de Tunis El Manar is a recognized public higher education
institution. The name/spelling of the institution on the credential is different than on the
institution's website, even for the time period. Also, not a lot of stamps/seals. Would first
verify credential/confirm authenticity. If credential is authentic and name was just a typo,
would likely be equivalent to a Master's degree in what appears to be Security of
communicating and embedded computer systems as per Google Translate. I found the
almost identical French wording of the program on the Université de Tunis El Manar's
website.
• Placement Recommendation: CAPR does not accept non-physiotherapy education, so this
person would not be eligible to become a physiotherapist in Canada.
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR's expertise lies in assessing physiotherapy
credentials. The equivalency is based on Shereen's opinion only.
Bettina Sümegi, UHR
• Equivalency: 2 yrs studies at Master's level
• Placement Recommendation: Not comparable to a completed Swedish Master because it
does not give access to PhD. The Swedish ENIC can compare qualifications even to years of
studies if the qualification does not fulfill the criteria to be comparable to a completed
Swedish degree
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: In the Tunisian higher education system (new LMD reform
since 2012), there are two types of Master: The “Research Master” also called “Master” and
“Professional Master”. The Professional Master allows its holder to access labour market
but it does not give access to further studies. The level and the learning outcomes of the
qualification are not comparable to a Swedish Master because all Swedish Masters give
access to PhD studies.
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Peru – Educación Secundaria de Menores
Shelby Cearley, IEE
•
•
•

Equivalency: Fraud
Placement Recommendation: None; fraudulent credential
Questions/Comments/Concerns: IEE would not issue an evaluation report based on this credential.
The client would be notified. This would be reported to NACES, and we also have a fraud notification
policy if the evaluation had been ordered to be sent to an institution.

Barbara Glave, SDR

•
•
•

Equivalency: Fraud. If authentic, the Certificado Oficial de Estudios (Official Transcript) for all five
years of Educación Secundaria de Menores (Secondary Education for Youths) marks the
completion of 11 years of school education in Peru. No official MOE diploma exists in Peru.
Placement Recommendation: Fraud. If authentic, the Certificados de Estudios confirms successful
completion of quinto año (fifth year) and would equate to US high school graduation.
Questions/Comments/Concerns: The client submitted a Certificado Oficial de Estudios (Official
Transcript) for Educación Secundaria de Menores (Secondary Education for Youths) for studies at
Colegio Particular San Norberto (San Norberto / St. Norbert Private School) in La Victoria District of
Metropolitan Lima. The document refers to five years of secondary education (6 + 5 system)
completed during academic and calendar years 1987, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987. The
transcript was issued on January 15, 1988. As a reminder, Peru does not have a national,
standardized diploma of secondary graduation; proof of satisfactory completion of the five years of
secondary education suffices to establish graduation.
MINEDU -- Ministerio de Educación (Ministry of Education) – periodically produces national
templates for secondary as well as certain post-secondary transcripts. Our test case has this
information on the lower left of the transcript, as follows: IMP.MED.TP - 0976 - 2003, with
IMP.MED. referring to national printing by MINEDU. A document dated 1988 could not have
been issued using a template implemented for 2003 and forward; regardless of the dates of
study, Peru uses actual dates of issue. The backdating of the document indicates fraud.

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
•
•
•

Equivalency: CAPR does not assess secondary credentials. Not applicable.
Placement Recommendation: CAPR does not accept non-physiotherapy education, so this person
would not be eligible to become a physiotherapist in Canada.
Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR's expertise lies in assessing physiotherapy credentials. The
equivalency is based on Shereen's opinion only.

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
•
•
•

Equivalency:
Placement Recommendation:
Questions/Comments/Concerns:
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Russia – Attestat o Srednem (Polnom) Obschem Obrazovanii
Shelby Cearley, IEE
•
•
•

Equivalency: Fraud
Placement Recommendation: None; fraudulent credential
Questions/Comments/Concerns: IEE would not issue an evaluation report based on this credential.
The client would be notified. This would be reported to NACES, and we also have a fraud notification
policy if the evaluation had been ordered to be sent to an institution.

Barbara Glave, SDR
•
•
•

Equivalency: Fraud. However, authentic Certificates of Complete General Secondary Education from
the Russian Federation equate to US high school graduation.
Placement Recommendation: Fraud
Questions/Comments/Concerns: NOTE: Thanks are given to Alex Popovski from Ucredo (Orlando,
Florida) for his explanation and information about this credential: Per the Russian ENIC-NARIC
(http://www.russianenic.ru/english/index.html), the template used to issue the аттестат has been in
use since the Russian Federation was officially established in December 1991. While this is nominally
true, in practice a lot of institutions retained the old USSR templates during the transition, including
the old round ink seals. [Seal on document has misspelling which RF would not make.] While the
template is correct for the time period, the print date indicates an authenticity issue. On the bottom
right corner of the document, the words МТ Гознака, 1994 appear. Goznak is a governmentauthorized printer in Moscow and one of the main providers of official templates for educational
documents, along with other government paper (currency, letterhead, etc.) A document dated 1992
could not have been issued using a template printed in 1994. The backdating of the document
indicates fraud.

Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
•
•
•

Equivalency: CAPR does not assess secondary credentials. Not applicable.
Placement Recommendation: CAPR does not accept non-physiotherapy education, so this person
would not be eligible to become a physiotherapist in Canada.
Questions/Comments/Concerns: CAPR's expertise lies in assessing physiotherapy credentials. The
equivalency is based on Shereen's opinion only.

Bettina Sümegi, UHR
•
•
•

Equivalency: Refusal, it is a fraud. If we receive an official answer from the issuing school/authority,
we also report to the police.
Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
Questions/Comments/Concerns: Print date 1994 (Moscow printhouse) but the qualification issued
1992. Format is new (started to be used 1994-1996), it should be a Soviet format with Soviet coat of
arms. In 1992, the title should be Attestat o srednem obrazovanii but the title appearing on the
document is Attestat o srednem (polnom) obsjtjem obrazovanii, which only started to be used 1993.
The stamp should be a Soviet one, but here is the stamp of the Russian Federation.

IELTS Test Report Forms
Shelby Cearley, IEE
• Equivalency: None; this is a language proficiency measure rather than an academic or
technical/vocational qualification.
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: IEE does not evaluate test scores. However, the first
sample is not a legitimate IELTS Test Report Form. The second sample is an example of a
legitimate IELTS Test Report Form. It would be valid for the two years from the date of the
test, so this could still be used to prove English proficiency.
Barbara Glave, SDR
• Equivalency: Not applicable
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None
Shereen Mir-Jabbar, CAPR
• Equivalency: Language test 1 is not genuine. Language test 2 is genuine.
• Placement Recommendation: Language test meets CAPR's language proficiency
requirements (overall score of 7 on IELTS Academic test) and test is still valid (taken in the
last two years).
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: Language test 1 was not accepted and applicant was
barred from applying to CAPR since language proficiency is one of its requirements.
Applicant was also reported to regulators. Second test was accepted by CAPR and
confirmed as verified on the TRF portal.
Bettina Sümegi, UHR
• Equivalency: Not applicable; the Swedish ENIC only recognizes secondary, vocational and
academic qualifications for the labour market. Language knowledge is assessed during the
admission procedure.
• Placement Recommendation: Not applicable
• Questions/Comments/Concerns: None

